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Complex systems & Networks 

•  No central control 
•  Local hierarchies and modules 
•  Emergent properties 

 Complex biological systems: 
-  Cell/organism development 
-  Immune/Nervous system 
-  Genetic/epigenetic regulation 



Network formalism 

Node (system element) 
Link (interaction) 

interaction 
between 

components 

UNIVERSALITY 
different systems – similar interaction structure 



Network statistical approach 

Real networks as single 
instances of an ensemble 

network 
features 

characterizing 
the ensemble 

mathematical 
constraints on the 
network ensemble 



Statistical 
mechanics 
Microcanonical 
ensemble: fixed 
energy E 

Canonical 
ensemble: fixed 
average energy 

<E> 

Random 
graphs 

G(N,L) ensemble: 
fixed # of links L 

G(N,p) ensemble: 
fixed average of # 
of links <L> 



Free energy revisited 

S counts the number of states (networks) 
given the (Lagrangian) constraints  
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F = E −TS = −
logZ
β

S = β E − F( ) = βE + logZ



Network Entropy S 
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S (and p) obtained by function maximization 
given appropriate constraints  

Anand Bianconi Phys Rev E 2009 
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p_ij = link probability (of an ensemble) 



Entropy in Biological Networks 

network of Protein Protein Interactions (PPI) 

gene expression values for each PPI node 
 (euclidean distance matrix) 

 the experimental datasets have same PPI 
but different expression profiles 



Experimental data 
Human Protein Interaction dataset 

www.pathwaycommons.org 

>11000 nodes 
>420000 links 
fat-tailed p(k) 

Node = proteins (mRNA expression) 

distance matrix 
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Cell perturbation study 

1)  Healthy vs. Cancer cells 

2)  Cancer vs Metastatic cells 



Healthy vs. Cancer 

Colon cancer and previous stages (GSE4183): 

8 healthy samples: H 
15 adenoma samples: A 
15 colon cancer samples: CRC 

5% significant probe subset: 
H vs CRC (781 probes) 
(modified Student’s T test + BH correction) 

Galamb et al. Br J Cancer 2010 



Results 
 Entropy increases significantly from healthy 
to cancer samples with an intermediate value 
on the adenoma samples 

P value H vs CRC 3.63E-06 

P value A vs CRC 6.40E-05 

P value H vs A 0.16 



Entropy increase 

 Cancer cells are more deregulated as 
compared to healthy samples 
 (cell cycle, apoptosis, DNA repair) 

 -> increase in network entropy 



Cancer vs. metastasis 

Breast tumour samples 
(GSE2990): 
‒  97 with No-Evidence of 
Disease: NED 

‒  28 developed metastases 
after follow-up: MET 

NED vs MET 
(384 probes) 
(modified Student’s T test) 

Loi et al: JCO 2007 

Ewing Sarcoma Biopsies 
(GSE12102): 

- 7 metastatic samples: MET 
- 30 non-metastatic: NONMET  
 (13 NED, 17 REL) 

MET vs NONMET  
(842 probes P<0.05) 
(modified Student’s T test) 

Scotlandi, Remondini et al. JCO 2009 



Results 
 MET samples: decrease in network entropy S 

WHOLE GENOME 
LOI P value 0.02 

5% SELECTION 
LOI P value 0.0012 

5% MET/NONMET 
P value MET-NONMET 0.0198 

P value NED MET 0.0192 
Pvalue REL MET 0.027 



Entropy decrease 

 metastatic cells have specific genetic 
mutations, that canalize expression profile 

 more constrained in terms of possible 
phenotypic landscape available 

 -> network entropy decrease 



Conclusion 

 Network entropy offers new perspectives 
on high-throughput omics data analysis 

 Biological information is embedded in 
the network via entropy constraints 

 Cancer: phenomenological interpretation 
in terms of phenotypic landscape area 


